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The Rotunda
Ready for Spring Break Since 1920

March 8,2001

Coach Hostetter Second In Command [Friends Don't Let
JAMIE TURNER
Staff Writer
The score is tied and there
is only a minute left to go on the
clock. The opposing team throws
on a press to try to get a turnover
without going in to overtime, and
to try to prevent Long wood from
scoring a basket.
Longwood needs this win
to secure their 2nd place finish in
the conference and the 2nd seed
in the tournament. Head Coach
Mike Leeder calls a time out to
regroup and call a play that will
ensure the team scores a basket
putting LC ahead by two.
On the sideline Assistant
Coach Marc Hostetter is throwing out ideas to Coach Leeder for
a quick play for the team to run
to gain the two-point lead that
they heed to win the contest.
The two coaches quickly
devise a strategy and send the
team back out on the floor to get
the job done. The buzzer sounds
and the ball is in-bounded under

LCs basket.
The team quickly runs a
flex offense that includes many
back screens and a fast reversal
of the ball to open up LCs center

Colin Ducharme, a graduate student that previously attended the
University of Virginia for his undergraduate degree.
Junior Guard, Jason Pryor
passes the ball to Ducharme underneath the basket, where Colin
takes the ball up for a lay-up and
afoul.

LC is up two. Ducharme
prepares to make the lead three at
the free throw line, with 14 seconds left in regulation.
Ducharme adds another
basket while the rest of the team
prepares to play some tough defense to secure their lead. The
opposing team brings the ball up
the court and attempts to run a
motion offense; the clock is down
to 9 seconds.
From the bench, Coach
Hostetter is on his feet yelling,
"Hands up defense," and "Talk!"
The clock slowly ticks and with
3 seconds to go the opposing team
finally manages to get a jump shot
off. The basket is no good and LC
is victorious!
Another win under their
belt and a job well done by Coach
Leeder and Coach Hostetter.
Assistant Coach Marc
Hostetter has aided in turning
LCs basketball program completely around from last season.

See COACH p.4

Friends Drive Tired!
STUDENTHEALTH
Spring Break approaches and everyone starts to
ike travei plans it is important
to address toe issue of dhvcr faWe hope that this will keep
people aware of its seriousness
and potential hazards. Please be
-,;il ii,;j Spring Break,
me facts:
•FajBgue is "invisible" and
there is K> single symptom of fe* fe are not good judges of
>ur own fatigue or of when we
that suffers from
just as dangerous
•1 in 3 drivers have felt
»faffing asleep at the wheel
\ fat year sad tfffr hgve

fallen asleep at least once.
•About 1/3 of drivers of
can in all fatigue crashes were
under 25 years old and 72% of all
crashes involved male drivers.
•In the Northwest, 48* of
fatigue related crashes occurred
on weekeuds. 54% occurred between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m., 59%
occurred within 2 hours of the trip
starring.
•Rest b the only trw soration.
The driving pattern of indi
viduals suffering from driver fatigue becomes erratic and often
the driver tries to slow down to
pay better attention or speed up
in hopes of arrreta* sooner.
The reaction of (he driver
are markedly slowed The ability
to properly observe possible dangers is diminished.

See DRIVER p. 10

Dr. Millar is "Free at Last!"
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY
General/Ads Manager

The Chappell family gathers to accept artifacts found in Curry attic
that date back to tarty 1900s. Photo by: Kim Urann

Lost Family Heirlooms
Returned Wednesday
Article p. 10

Other artifacts that wen found with the Chappell prayer book.
Photo by: Kim Urann

Dr. Jack Millar of the History Department will be retiring
at the end of the semester.
"Killer" Millar, as he is known to
some students, is looking forward
to his retirement, maybe more so
than most seniors who are looking forward to graduation in May.
Having been teaching since
1965, it's no wonder. He has been
learning lessons, some good,
some bad, all of his life. Millar
was born and raised in Scotland,
where be received his elementary
education.
In 1952, he and his family
emmigrated to America, where
they settled in New Orleans. He
renounced his citizenship in 1960
and was the first in his family to
undergo naturalization.
He attended Kenner High
School and later went on to receive his undergraduate and
graduate degrees from Southeastern Louisiana College He earned
his Ph. D. from Louisiana State
University and completed addi-

tional doctorate work at the University of London.
His first teaching postion
was at Arkansas State College.
During the two years he spent

Photo courtesy of Kent Booty
there, he considered himself
"that" kind of professor. You
know tne Kind. 1 be one mat nears
out your answer to a question in
class and then looks at you and
says "No." Yes, Millar was that
professor.
Some people might say that

he still is. Millar is often described
by many as "bitter" and hates students with a burning passion.
After the grading of a freshman
term paper, Millar was at odds
with many of his colleagues in not
only his department, but in administrative positions.
He states "I have always
been a rigorous grader. I have always been a rigorous teacher."
Apparently, he was considered to
be too rigorous. Rather than being allowed to sit down and discuss the matter with all who were
involved, Millar received a phone
call from one party and a letter
from another. This caused him to
believe thai he was "denied any
sense of due process." At this
point, Millar "lost respect for the
institution, for its lack of standards, administration and colleagues included."
However, Millar justifies
hinucif in this mancr by suiting
that the bulk of the students who
come into the history program
eventually become teachers.

See MILLAR p. 5

Dim
Dr. Millar's Coup-de-Grace
8,2001

Well, I am left with a small
space with which to regale you,
so I must keep it short and sweet
this week. I do, however, actually
have a topic for this week's installment.
Farmville, the place I was so
happy to return to last week, has
let me down once again.
The Rotunda has been going
to area businesses asking for donations to raffle off for Spring
Weekend in order to raise money
for next year's conference.
A lot of them, I will admit,
have been more than gracious in
either accepting or rejecting our
query, but some of my staff have
confessed that certain businesses
were less than hospitable.
One even told an Editorial
Board member that the company
had nothing to do with Long wood
or anything that was affliated with
Longwood.
For obvious reasons, this
made me irate.
Not just mad, or irritated or
upset, but irate. I saw red, and my
Fhad to calm me down before

I called said business and told
them exactly what I thought about
that
Ask one of my staff if you
aren't sure what kind of tirade that
would have been.
I'm not going to preach about
how Longwood made Farmville
and without us the town would
not even be mentioned on the
weather segment of the six
o'clock news. No, I think
Farmville knows exactly what it
owes us, and I think we all know
it too.
And I think that is what
makes them hate us so much.
They don't like the idea that
their livelihood is based on the
likes of us: beer guzzling, partying, drug-inspired and young.
My advice is to go out and
cause as much trouble in
Farmville (well, nothing illegal
mind you) and laugh because
without us, the cops sure would
get bored on any given weekend,
except for the occasional sensation.
Kim Urann

Rotunda
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Longwood College
Farmville, VA 23909
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"Free at last! Free at last!
Thank God Almighty, free at
last!"
This was the answer supplied
by Dr. Jack Millar, Professor of
History, when asked what his final thought on leaving Longwood
might be when, in May, after
thirty years in harness, he enters
retirement.
The "Killer," as he was christened not long after his arrival on
campus toward-as he put it-the
end of the end of the Middle Ages
back in 1972, has had enough.
Having struck "a deal too
good to refuse" with the administration and set his finances in
order, he has chosen to step out
of teaching two or three years
ahead of schedule.
Millar admits that he is
burned out, and not a little
ashamed of the role that he feels
he and many others in the classroom like him are expected"even compelled"-to play in academe.
"I am an elitist when it comes
to higher education," he says,
"neither birth, wealth, color, nor
social position should be a determinant in who should be admitted to the fraternity.
"But there are those who definitely should be excluded from
the privelege, namely those who
do not possess the talent, the ability, or the dedication to learning
which might ensure success.
"As things stand at present,
there is a college for everybody
in this country who feels the urge
to give it a go.
The law of the land has established that all of us have the
right to a high school education,
but nowhere, to my knowledge,
is anyone guaranteed access to
higher education.
That is what has been happening however.
"Higher education has been
democratized to the extent that the
powers that be-Presidents,
Govenors, college administratorsai the insistence of parents, are
demanding America's youth be
admitted regardless of talent, and
further-here is the rub-that, once
inside, they be graduated, even
though it might take six or seven
years.
"Why should that bother me,
MM _.».. ~-U1

"It bothers me because, in my
experience, such students, if of
normal or better intelligence, lack
the discipline which real learning
requires and/or the passion which

those pursuing a major need to read nor write-even by the time
they graduate.
develop.
"Such students I can no
"It comes to mind that I have
been involved, through the teach- longer deal with. I was never
ing of Western Civilization and trained to remediate. Nor should
upper division courses in and any teahcer in a respectable fourMediueval and Early Modern year college or university have to
European History in the prepara- at the rate such activity is intion of hundreds, if not thousands, dulged in at this emporium of
of prospective elementary and mediocrity.
"I am not brilliant; never was
secondary school teachers.
"When I ask the question and never shall be. However, I do
'What is it that appeals to you assure you that I was subjected to
about the classroom?' the answer more rigor in my elementary
is usually something like this: ' I school years than I find in some
just love children.'
corners of this glorified high
"God, help us! Even I, believe school.
"Rigorous testing of student
it or not, love children.
"But if that is the primary ability and integrity in assessing
reason why teachers are drawn to student performance are discourteaching, then we have in a nut- aged in many programs for the
shell a major source of the sakeof retention.
"An obvious result has been
troubles we see everywhere in our
grade inflation to the point that
schools.
"Committed teachers teach those among our students who
because they love learning and have earned, for example, genuhope to encourage it in others.
ine honors have been short"Further, if one is, in fact, a changed.
teacher, one is always a student
"This phenomenon, visible
and never stops learning.
throughout the United States, is
"And so it is, I imagine, with so pervasive as to endanger the
those who embark seriously on worth of the Bachelor's degree,
other vocational paths. I do not not to mention the graduate desee much of that attitude in as grees that, in some fields, can be
many of our students as I would earned without having to set foot
on a college or university campus.
like.
"I have chosen retirement be"What I have had to say, I do
cause I am bitter, the immediate not doubt will be challenged.
source of my bitterness being,
"But to those among you who
what I perceive to be, the current might insist that Longwood is, at
antipathy of the present adminis- present, on the right track, I would
tration toward my view of aca- reply that, as students, if you are
demic excellence.
denied the opportunity to aspire,
This view is shared by a fair or as faculty or administrators,
number of my colleagues but, I you fail to apply the standards
believe, it is currently resisted in which in students, might encourage them to aspire, the end result
high places.
"Retention, at the moment, is shall be less than satisfactory.
the name of the game.
"In closing, let me strike a
To continue to teach here less negative note, in the hope that
would be to sacrifice my integ- some students have stayed the
rity, and I only speak out now course and read this to the end.
because I have the means which
There can be found, on evallows me to withdraw and still ery campus, cadres of good stuput food on the table.
dents and good professors- and
"Otherwise I would consider occaisonally outstanding adminmyself in bondage, degraded by istrators (though I hate to admit
superiors who, in my opinion, «).
while constantly talking the talk,
"You,
who
consider
with respect to excellence in all youselves scholars or aspire to be,
things academic refuse to walk seek out excellence where it can
the walk by, among other things, be found, demand it, and support
constantly whittling away faculty it
privilege, imposing increasingly
"Remember also that, in the
d;~ar.d:r." ~Azr.izziz cf :*:;::- •sd, it ii so* :o such rrfuS you
ment on faculty members (alleg- are taught as what it is you choose
edly in the name of excellence, to learn.
but in reality to stifle dissent), and
"Carpe diem. You, too can
admitting ever larger numbers of survive Longwood! Non illigitimi
knuckleheads who can neither carborundum."

■g
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"If yw're not mad, jwi're not paying attention!"
"77i« Activist" is your outlet for battling social injustice and things that suck This is your
chance to do something about societal evils, instead of just whining about them. So speak up
and act up. Because if you 're not mad, you 're not paying attention. E-mail activist ideas to
rvtunda@longwoodlwc.edu.

I Can Think of a Better Place for that Bottle
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY
General/Ads Manager
Am I the only person in the
world who gets really, really mad
when I go out to my car and just
happen to look under my car and
see a broken beer bottle underneath my tires?
How mad does that make
you? I don't know about the rest
of you, but it really upsets me
when I want to drive my car
somewhere, but I have to wait
first because I have to sweep or
scoop the glass out from under my
tires because some really drunk
person didn't throw their bottle
away; rather, they just tossed it
under someone's car, thinking
that it will do no harm.
Shouldn't there be a law
against this?
No seriously, is there a law

against this? Believe me, I know I don't think it's very honorable
that our fine campus police force when I get a flat tire just because
has enough duties to deal with, some drunk kid may be too young
but surely they can tell me to carry a beer bottle into their
whether or not there is a law dorm, or is finished with it and
against this.
,
just can't wait to get to a trash can.
Does it fall under some sort
Rather than do the right
of littering policy? Or could it be thing, they do the immature thing.
that society has gotten so lazy and It's not very honorable when you
indiscriminate that they will just have people trashing other
toss their trash anywhere? I defi- people's personal property.
nitely think so.
So here is my plea: I like to
It's the same situation when go out as much as, if not more
people throw their trash into the than, the rest of you do. But I
bed of other people's trucks. It's don't toss beer bottles under cars
not very funny when someone has and trash other people's vehicles.
to pick up someone else's trash
Why don't you do the
out of their own vehicle.
same? I promise it won't kill you
It doesn't make the person to do the right thing for a change,
who does it look very smart ei- and if you get busted, then hey,
ther.
that's your problem. You should
One thing that gets me is have been smart enough to hide
that we are all supposed to adhere your contraband anyway.
to the same kind of honor system.

Verbal Diarrhea
RorArxes
This week is not the best. I
have a massive research paper due
and I am not all that keen on getting it done.
Lately I've been having
trouble focusing on my work. I" ve
always bad (noble with it, bat
lately it's been worse than ever.
I'm not sure what to do
about it ei
I guest I can do what
Wayne always does: shoot a pair
of turkeys and make suppers out
of them.
In cue you didn't know,
Wayne is my imaginary friend.
Wayne's been there since
(day one, though at that time I
thought he was an uncle or something.
W»yne is an interesting
imaginary friend. He owns his
own commodMcs company and
runs a chain of bowling alleys m
the Midwest.
He also taught Japanese Architecture at the University of
Chicago.

Yes, Wayne has done it all
The only thing Wayne
hasn't done is challenge me to a
duel. I can take him, but no one
else can because only I can see
bim.
That's how the imaginary
friend thing works out
I would meet bim at
Harper's Ferry, we would shakehands, and then we'd walk 20
paces and attempt to lob claymores at each other. Whoever
wins gets a free hat.
Aside from that, I haven't'
been having much else going on
forme
Well, actually I have decided to start my own navy. At the
moment it's ia the working phase,
but the full squadron will be up
Within the yearYes sir, foot merchantmen,
su galleons, and « galley.
We can kick anyone's
ass...as long at itty don't shoot
back, or have a nwy.
Everyone W»ts toooaajnar
the world. So* j*t h*ve better
pnHIAjr atanatt if endeavors.

Southside SPCA: A Great Place to Spend Friday Afternoon
M1CHELE THOMPSON
Newt/Copy Editor
Every Friday at 2 p.m.
members of Alpha Phi Omega,
the co-ed service fraternity, meet
in their chapter room in Wheeler.
They, along with many
non-APO members, load up the
trunks of their cars with unfolded newspapers, then they
take off for the Southside
SPCA.
Located on 360 West in
Meherrin, VA, it is a no-kill animal shelter serving 12 counties
It is a 15-20 minute ride from
the I^Mfwood campus.
I am one of the non-APO
volunteers who visits the SPCA.
I consider it my stress relief for
the week.
There is nothing like spend-

ing two hours playing with cats
and dogs to bring you away from
your problems and relax you.
The old newspapers, which
are unfolded by APO members
weekly, are used by the SPCA to
line cages.
What few cages there are.

that is. The Southside SPCA allows many of the dogs to run free
during the day in a large, fencedSouthside is one of the few
Animal Shelters I have seen with

a no-lull policy. The animals there
Some are very friendly,
have names, and are well-loved such as one which has been
by the few employees and volun- fondly nicknamed Loverboy (that
teers.
was before we realized it was a
As soon as new people ar- SHE), and Sneezy, named for the
rive they are accosted by dogs
who are just aching to be petted.
In particular is Goldie, who will
devote herself to whomever
is willing to pay a little attention.
Several times I have
been surrounded by three and
four dogs at once, all fighting over my inadequate two
hands. I try to divide my time
equally as much as possible.
They also have a cat room
separated by a wall with a single
hole for frightened cats to flee cold he had the first day we visthrough, whenever a human en- ited.
ters their domain Not all of the
No animal is turned away
cats are frightened.
from this SPCA, and many of the

older animals have lived there for
years. The kittens and puppies are
always the first to be adopted.
These animals need so
much, from food to medical treatment (their vaccinations,
worming, etc. are kept
up), and they depend on
the donations of animal
lovers in the area.
If anyone would
like to join APO on one
of these Friday afternoon
journeys, they can email
arm^a^kiajwoodJwceDu.
I would also like to
encourage other organizations and ewaa individual groups of students
to volunteer just a few hours a
week, spending time with these
lovable creatures.

COACH cont'd p. 1
Hostetter did some major
recruiting last year and brought in
some key players that contributed
to LC's 23 and 7 record for this
season.
When Coach Hostetter first
arrived at Longwood, into the fall
2 years ago he was ready to get
down to business and to take every advantage of all of the NCAA
rules that LC had previously ignored. "Whit LC was not really
taking advantage of was players
at junior colleges and transfers.
These are keys to a good Division
II program," said Hostetter.
Many of the members on
the team at this time transferred
or came from junior colleges, and
from the record we can see how
this definitely proves to be a good
strategy on Hostetter's part.
"With junior college players and transfers they make the
team more comfortable because
we have more balance in our program," stated Hostetter.
Recruiting is one of the
main aspects of an assistant
coach's job. However, an assistant
is required to do a little bit of everything as Coach Hostetter describes it but, most of his time he
spends in recruiting, scouting, and

preparing for practice and games.
Other than that he can probably be found doing the team's
laundry, or checking on how each
player is doing academically, or
even trying to decide which uniform the team is going to wear for
a game.
All of these duties are pretty
routine for Coach Hostetter after
coining to Longwood from the
University of Southern Indiana as
their graduate assistant coach for
2 years and a member of the team
four years prior to coaching.
Longwood may not know
what an experienced coach we
have here as the Assistant Men's
Basketball Coach. Coach
Hostetter was a member of the
University of Southern Indiana's
All Century Team, and made four
NCAA tournament appearances
while advancing to the National
Championship contest on two
occasions.
He earned two NCAA
Regional All-Tournament Team
honors, and was a three time All
Great Lakes Valley Conference
selection for both academics and
basketball during his career at
USI.
The question is why did he
choose Longwood to further his
career as a coach after having so

much experience with the game
of Basketball?
When asked this question
Hostetter replied, "I was the 2nd
Assistant Coach at USI and I
needed to move on and obtain a
full time job where I could get my
career off and running and
Longwood seemed like a good
place to start."
Hostetter said he probably
had the ability to go overseas and
continue his career as a player for
a little while longer, but decided
that if he continued coaching he
could stay close to the players in
age and relate to them his experiences as a player on a winning
team.
However, after only being
at Longwood for a year. Coach
Hostetter was in for a big surprise
when he received word that one
of the University of Virginia's
players was coming to Longwood
to finish out his basketball career.
To move from a Division I to Division II is a big difference and to
Coach Hostetter a big deal.
When asked what it is like
to coach a player from a wellranked Division I school like
UVA, Hostetter admitted that at
first he was a little intimidated but
then he realized that basketball is
basketball no matter where you

® TOYOTA
CALL IT START UP MONEY.
TOYOTA'S ACOLLEGE GRADUATE
FINANCE PLAN INCLUDES $500
TO GET YOU GOING!
And now there's a Toyota College Graduate Finance Program
that's just right, too. Here are some of the advantages:
• No Down Payment
• No Payment for 90 days
• Finance up to 72 months
• Get $500 Cash Back From Toyota...
in addition to any other current Toyota customer incentives!

So if you're within 4 months of graduation —
or if you graduated within the past 2 years —
Ask your Toyota dealer for all the details.
www.gettoyota.cotn
Tovou College Graduate Finance Program available lo qualified appUcauls thru Toyou Financial Services Not all applicants will qualify. Some
rrHrktiora and ltmiubons apply Caeh back offer subject lo geographic
taattaoou and o«er eipira 6/XV01 See dealer lor deutU

play.

Hostetter said, "Upon
Colin's first arrival I had a lot of
questions, like whether he thought
our drills were effective to him
and things like that, but Colin is a
great kid and listens and never
second guesses what we have to
say.
"This is just one of the
many aspects that a coach may be
faced with. Another would be
having a good relationship with
the team."
Coach Hostetter has a great
relationship with the players. He
is always trying to encourage
them and tell them things they can
work on. Players will come to
practice early and stay late just to
get in some extra practice time
and advice from him.
He said that he tries to let
his team know that the season is
a long process with a lot of ups
and downs, but that each of them
needs to keep their focus on what
they need to do, and that all of
them need to focus on that little
thing that each of them brings to
the team.
Even with his young age all
of the players respect Hostetter as
a coach. Junior Jason Pryor had
this to say about Coach Hostetter,
"Coach Hos has extreme knowl-

edge for the game of basketball
considering his young age. He
really knows how to push players without exhausting them. He
also brings bis championship experience to Longwood."
With that in mind, the
toughest part of being a coach
Hostetter has, and will continue,
to face with this past weekend and
this upcoming week as
Longwood advances to the
NCAA tournament after returning
this past Saturday as the C VAC
champions.
The buzzer sounded on Saturday and Longwood became the
new champions, upsetting the
number one seed in the region,
Queen's College, and with that
came the excitement and the joy
of being a coach.
Not to mention the pride he
feels for the team he has been
coaching for the past season.
Now it's time to get down
to business in the week ahead and
on Thursday Longwood and
Coach Hostetter look to prevail
and advance even farther in the
NCAA tournament than any other
previous Men's Basketball Team
at Longwood.
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45,000 Pounds of Sweet Potatoes
The event should be comPRESSRELEASE
pleted by noon. This is the first
event of its kind held at
Have you ever seen a Longwood College.
The truck will arrive early
mountain of sweet potatoes? On
Saturday, March 24 the Society of on Saturday morning to dump the
St. Andrew's Gleaning Network sweet potatoes in the Jarman
and Longwood College volun- parking lot on the Longwood
teers will bag, box, load, and dis- campus.
The produce will be distribtribute approximately 45,000
pounds of sweet potatoes that uted directly to agencies, shelters,
public housing communities and
would otherwise go to waste.
About 100 student and fac- other food providing organizaulty volunteers from Longwood tions in Farmville, Lynchburg,
College will gather on campus at and throughout central VA
This event is part of an ini10:00 a.m. to literally move a
tiative
by Longwood College to
mountain of potatoes to ensure
that hungry people in our area can incorporate elements of learning
through community service into
have enough to eat.
Their efforts are expected the experiences of its students.
The Society of St.
to yield more than 150,000 servings of fresh produce, and all of Andrew's Gleaning Network norit from perfectly good food that mally organizes groups of volunteers to pick excess produce from
would otherwise go to waste.

MILLAR cont'd p. 1
Many may agree with his
statement "I do not want any
'dummies' teaching my grandchildren, of which 1 have six."
He also voiced his concerns
with the number of students who
apply and are being accepted each
year to Longwood College. He
uses the term "retention" and
states that "a professor is to ensure and all but guarantee that no
one fails."
He also mentioned that
those professors who are like him
in the sense that they are tough
and try to weed out the weak are
usually "run off."
"If a professor's standards
are sufficiently rigorous to consistently ensure a high rate of fail-

ure, then that professor, regardless
of his or her ability, is not likely
to be retained." Because of these
standards in learning, Millar
states that he is "ashamed to teach
here." For many reasons, "students are unprepared. I was never
trained at a remedial level."
However, Millar believes
there are "pockets of excellence"
in this school. There are, in fact,
some professors, and for that matter some students, who try and do
attain that level of excellence that
all should aspire to while earning
a degree. "We admit," he says,
"nationwide, Longwood College
included, too many students; if
this trend is continued, college
degrees of all levels will be rendered meaningless."
For these reasons, Millar

farmers' fields and orchards.
However, this unique event is being held because of so many
sweet potatoes going to waste.
The sweet potatoes are perfectly nutritious, they just don't
meet top grade quality. The
USDA estimates that 96 billions
pounds of food are wasted each
year before reaching commercial
markets.
At the same time some 30
million Americans don't get
enough food to eat. Last year, the
Society of St. Andrew saved and
distributed a record 32 million
pounds of produce, that would
have otherwise gone to waste.
The result was over 96 million meals of fresh nutritious produce to area residents who would
not normally be able to have fresh
produce in their diets.

In a society that is becoming more and more conscious
about personal well being, there
are new openings for people in the
field of health and nutrition.
In attempts to keep up with
the times, Longwood has added a
new major to its list.
Community Health will go
into effect next fall, and Program
Director Chrystyna Kotcrchyn.
hopes it will attract a lot of people.
"We'll be having interest
meetings, and contacting guidance counselors at schools to get
the word out about the new program."
Health Education is a social
science that draws, from the bio-

logical, environmental, psychological, social, physical, and
medical sciences to promote
health and prevent disease, disability, and premature death.
The goal of the program is
to educate people about health
and disease and what can be done
to maintain good health, prevent
disease, or secure treatment.
A degree in this program
allows for employment opportunities in one of the fastest growing job fields. Job settings for
community health educators include nealth care facilities, community-based organizations and
agencies, voluntary non-profit organizations, public health depart
menu, as well as corporate settings.
In order to be accepted into

Cookware-We stopped doing dinner parties! Have beautiful new 17
piece sets left! Heavy, brilliant
surgical stainless steel! 100% waterless! Was $1749.00, now
$439.00! Lifetime warranty!
1-800-434-4628

Career Strategies foi
Today's Economy
UNDA HAAS MAULEY
Carter Center

say and do, hold yourself accountable, and never make excuses
when you make a mistake.
Don't take yourself too seriously, but always take your obligations seriously. Listen. Listen.
Listen.
Speak up and make yourself understood. Be a motivator.
Never speak of a problem unless
yo'i have thought of at least a
potential solution. Celebrate the
success of others.
3. Add value, no matter
where you work or what you do
Get a whole bach of work doue
very well and very fast. Identify
a problem that nobody else has
identified. Solve a problem that
nobody else has solved. Improve
an existing service or product
Invent a tew service or product
4. Muter the art of customer service. Treat every person
you deal with as a customer—a*
workers, employees, managers,
suppliers, service people and actual customers.
SeB your way into opportunities you wish to seize by defining the value you wish to add
and creating an effective message

If you want to be successful in today's unpredictable
feels that "teachers are not al- economy, you may want to take
lowed a free enough hand. Our some advice from Bruce Tulgan,
author of Winning the Taltnt
hands are severely tied."
Upon being asked how he Wan.
He notes that downsizing is
would feel once the last box was
packed and loaded into the car, back on the front pages, and mat
Millar recited the famous words this is a good time to remember
of Martin Luther King: "Free at that these changes may affect
last! Free at last! Thank God Al- your employment and career path.
To survive, he suggests the
mighty! I am free at last!" After
being asked what was the one following strategies (reprinted
piece of advice he would give to with permission):
1. Be a voracious and strathe school, he stated that
Longwood must "raise academic tegic learner. Build a wide reperstandards." Some might argue toire of transferable skflls—-fhose
that Longwood has done just that, that (a) are not likely to become
obsolete any time soon and (b)
but Millar disagrees.
Angry? Maybe. Bitter? will make you more valuable no
Perhaps. Tired? Yes, definitely. matter where you go or what you
Dr. Jack Millar will be officially do.
Be a krwwkdge-worker no
unemployed 1 June 2001, and he
matter
what you do; leverage
is looking very forward to it.
skill, knowledge and wisdom in
every project you undertake, every task you accomplish, and evthis major, there is an application ery responsibility you assume.
2 Become an expert in huprocess that students have to go
through. Some general require- man relations. Take personal re- See CAREER p. 11
sponsibility for everything you
ments are:
-Demonstrate competency
in written and oral English. All
students must earn no less than a
C in English 100 and 101
-Earn a minimum grade of
C in HLTH 200 and HLTH 205
-Have an overall GPA of
2.5
If you are interested in this
Experience necessary
major, or have any questions you
can contact Chrystyna Kosarchyn
at cnosarchWlongwood.lwi.edu,
Positions available for Spring and Summer
or check out the website at
web.lwc.edu/academic/education/HPERD/hperd.htm. There
will also be an interest meeting
held on March 22 in Lancer Hall
207.

Health Education Major at Longwood
UZ RICHARDS
Assl. News Editor

For Sale

Hirings!!

Bartenders, Cooks, Waiters, and
Waitresses

Call WSS eiSJMfiSKI at
391-3380

ENTERTAINMENT
This Week in Lancer Productions

KS CORNER
KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor

A Logic Question
1. There are five houses in a row, each of a different color
and inhabited by people of different nationalities, with
different pets, drinks, and flowers.
2. The English person lives in the red house.
3. The Spaniard owns the dog.
4. Coffee is drunk in the green house.
5. The Ukrainian drinks tea.
6. The green house is immediately to the right (your right)
of the ivory house.
7. The geranium grower owns snails.
8. Roses are in front of the yellow house.
9. Milk is drunk in the middle house.
10. The Norwegian lives in the first house on-(be left.
11. The person who grows marigolds lives in,the house next
to the person with the fox.
12. Roses are grown t■■' "je hous; next to the house where the
horse is kept.
13. The person who grows lilies drinks orange juice.
14. The Japanese person grows gardenias.
15. The Norwegian lives next to the blue house.
2 Questions:

#1 - Who drinks the water?
#2-WhoownatheKb»?

Book Review: Elizabeth
Berg's Open House
DAWNKANEHL
Assl. Opinion Editor
Open House: this multi-dimensional novel by Elizabeth
Berg explores the many aspects
of the word. "Open House" in the
sense of a life turned upside
down, a soul exposed to a new life
in the stare of prying eyes.
Berg uses
vivid detail and always notes the unexpected to help
carry the plot of
Open House.
Samantha is
a forty-two-yearold
woman
shocked by the sudden departure of
her husband from
what seemed like a
stable marriage.
However,
survival instincts kick in as she
struggles emotionally and financially lo provide for her single
parent family and keep her sanity
intact
Along her journey, she
meets many new people, including the renters she houses in order to pay the mortgage on her

house.
Samantha even finds her
voice in the face of her overbearing, although well meaning,
mother.
Samantha learns to stand
on tier own after years of depending oa her husband for everything.
Even
though the plot of
the story is perhaps a bit overused in the modern novel. Berg
brings it back to
life with her witty
commentary and
keen eye for the
minute.
The reader
will cringe with
Samantha at her
embarrassing
sexual escapades and will laugh
with her when she tries her hand

AMY McPHERSON
Lancer Productions
Lancer Productions not only
does it all weekend long, but right
up until the much anticipated, as
well as much needed. Spring
Break.
This past weekend. Lancer
Productions showed the movie.
The 6th Day starring the action
hero Arnold Schwarzenegger, on
Friday, March 2, during the 12
hour Dance Marathon that was put
on to raise money for the Elizabeth Glaser Pediarric AIDS Foundation as well as on Sunday,
March 4.
The band, The Evinrudes.
kicked off the marathon and were
followed by LWC student Bryan
Lee opening up for the campus
band. First Floor, a DJ, as well as
the entertainment of the date auction.
Many events are planned for
the week following the close of
Spring Break, including the 2nd
Annual Longwood College Fam-

of the Student Union and again
ily Feud.
The games will be held on Sunday, March 25 at 8 p.m.
On Saturday, March 24 at
from March 19-23 every night at
9 p.m. in the Student Union ball- 9 p.m. in the Ballroom, the mentalist, Craig Kargas, will be reroom.
Great prizes are planned for turning to Longwood after his
the winning teams, including au- popular show last year.
Also on Sunday, will be the
dience members.
The first prize team will be 5th Annual MS Walk-A-Thon at
awarded $300, second place will 2 p.m. in front of Lancaster.
Longwood students better
win five pairs of tickets to King's
Dominion Amusement Park and get ready to shake it up, '60s style,
a free dinner at Charley's on the when The Tribute comes to the
Waterfront restaurant will go to caampus on Monday, March 26.
The Tribute is, like their
the third place finisher.
All teams will receive Fam- name, a tribute to The Beatles.
The event, which is free for
ily Feud tee shirts as well as seLongwood students, will be at 8
lected audience members.
The applications for form- p.m. in Jarman Auditorium.
Later that week the show
ing a team are available in the Student Union main office and need When Gays Move into Mr. Roger's
to be turned in by this Friday, Neighborhood will be performed
on Wednesday, March 28 at 8
March 9.
Also that week, the very p.m. in the Ballroom.
popular movie based on the hit
Make sure to check out
television show, Charlie's Angels, these, along with other upcoming
will be shown on Friday, March campus events, brought to the stu23 at 7:30 p.m. in the ABC rooms dents by Lancer Productions.

Movie Review; Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
MICHELE THOMPSON
News/Copy Editor
Last Saturday night some
friends suggested we go see
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
at Chesterfield Towne Center.
I barely knew anything
about it, except that from the previews it didn't look interesting.
On the other hand, I had
nothing better to do, so why not?
It turned out to be an unexpectedly excellent film. The entire
thing is in Chinese, with English
subtitles. This didn't detract from
my enjoyment, though.
The only actor I recognized
was Chow Yun Fat, who was in
Anna and the King, with Jodie
Foster.
He played Li Mu Bai, a Chinese Wudan warrior who has decided to give up his sword, the

Green Destiny.
He asks a trusted friend Yu
Shu Lien, played by Michelle
Yeoh, to safely deliver it to his
friend SirTe.
Once in Peking Shu Lien
meets Jen, played by Zhang Ziyi,
the daughter of the govenor.
Jen is unsatisfied with her
life of royalty, and wants the life
of freedom she believes Shu Lien
has as a female warrior.
Then the Green Destiny is
stolen, and the suspected thief is
Jade Fox. an old enemy of Li Mu
Bai.
This event sends the three
main characters in unexpected
new directions.
The action takes place
among breathtaking scenery, and
when I say action I mean it!
Yuen Wo Ping, the action

| Career Corner: J
DearCc**
I was looking for my
JOBTRAK account the other day
and it seems like it disappeared I
registered on the site, so what happened?
Confused

dress and make ^^H
typed perfectly.
When the Cars*?
sent email to you. a
cry Error message a
ter this happens a few
reer Center staff attempts to find

Dear Contused:
You probably registered oo
the site with an email account that
is no longer active or typed incorrectly on the profile page. Everyone must use an active email ad-

graduated, etc. After searching for
this information and attempting to
contact you fails, the account is
deleted.
Also, if you are contacted
and told to change the email ac-

VH*

Open House is a thoroughly enjoyable read, although
it is not the plot that keeps it going, but rather the expressive
voice of Berg's genius writing
ability.

choreographer for The Matrix,
creates fight after fight throughout the movie.
Each fight was staged with
supernatural grace, including
"jaw-dropping zero-G flights
across rooftops, rivers, and bamboo tree."
The fights also include an
incredible variety of weapons,
and hand to hand combat.
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
has something for everyone.
Besides incredible action
and beautiful scenery, it has two
incredible love stories, one time
honored and peaceful, the other
young and passionate.
This film also has some incredibly funny moments which
turn up unexpectedly throughout
the movie.
Rating: A+

—«ap> jw«» ••>«., •• gtm naic

CK
IUUM

acctn

and yw fati to update the
tne infmnaitusi is de-

We hope that you will register again and keep the information rip to d«r. FOBTRAK offers
many servxes to students searching ror jobs, career information,
internships and alumni contacts.
Call us at x2063 if you need assistance
If you have a quastwn for
Career Comer, se I an email lo

Mil

Restaurant Review:
Gim Hay
M1CHELE THOMPSON
News/Copy Editor
After nearly four years at
Longwood College, one exhausts
the restaurant possibilities in
Farmville.
You wouldn't think, as
much as I love Chinese food, that
I could overlook the best Chinese
food in town.
But until recently, I had
barely noticed a little
place in the
Winn Dixie
shopping
center called
Gim Hay.
One
night when I
was looking
for something new that didn't require a Lynchburg trip, a friend
and I deckled to try it
It looks small on the outside, but the inside is bigger than
you'd think.
The interior is dark, containing a combination of booths
along the walls and tables in the
center of the room.

V.

Gim Hay serves American
and Chinese food.
The menu includes cheeseburgers, chicken and cashews,
eggdrop soup, fried wontons, and
much more.
I must say that the best part
of the meal was the fried rice. It
was incredible!
All the food had a
homecooked, authentic quality,
rather than
the fast food
quality of
most Chinese restaurants.
The
portions are
large and the
price isn't
too expensive.
If you can make it through
dinner without getting too' full
there is also a list of desserts, including cheesecake.
The service has been consistently good, and the best part
is that I've never gotten sick after
eating there.
Rating: A

Longwood Walks for a Cause
5th Annual fflf UlfllK
Sunday, March 25, 2001
2:00 p.m.
Step off at Lancaater
Five Kilometer* (3.1 milea)
Finishers get a free Freshens yogurt coupon!
$75 in pledges gets you an MS 1-shirt
For information call R. Cormier at 395-2857

Walk for Hollered Women
Sunday, April 1 at 1:30
Regiatration in the Dining Hall
March 28, 29, and 30
T-shirts to the first 200 walkers tit the registration table
Donations of $2 requested
Proceeds will go to the Madeline House

Roanoke Symphony
Ensemble Brass 5 to
Appear at Longwood
PRESSRELEASE
The Longwood Children's
Theatre Series is pleased to
present BRASS S a Roanoke
Symphony
Orchestra
ensemble,
presented
through the
Symphony's
Educational Outreach Program
BRASS 5 will perform two
concerts on March 22 at9:30 and
11 a. m. in Lon
Jarman Auditorium
Thanks to
of Jason Blount
of Omaha Compan;
certs will be free
~.b!ic.
BRASS 5 arrifaonto the
Mid-Atlantic area arifacene with
an unprecedented fervor and vibrancy.
With a vast repertoire from

Renaissance, Classical, Dixieland, Swing, Jazz, and Rock to
Country, they easily have something for everyone.
BRASS 5 has performed
more than 1000 educational programs for an estimated 275,000
plus students in the Mid-Atlantic area.
They are an ensemble in
residence at The North Cross
School in Roanoke. VA
The members of BRASS 5
include Gerald Pope, trumpet;
Chris Magee, trumpet; Robert
Chernault,
tuba;
Russell
Nelsoa.
frenc h
horn; Ed
firiffin. tratatbone: and Tim
Wimer. perewsjon
Reservations are needed for
these concerts. If you would like
to attend, please call the Jarman
Box Office at §04-395-2474.

march of Dime/ Walk
Sunday, April 22, 2001
Fuqua School
Regiatration Begins at Noon
Walk starts at 1 p.m.

4.7 miles

I am interested in the following walks:
D The MS Walk (March 25, 2001 2 p.m.)
□ Walk for Battered Women (April 1,2001 1:30 p.m.)
□ March of Dimes Walk (April 22,2001 1 p.m.)
Please return this card to the GIVE, office for more information.
Name/Organization:

I

CALF

PAQE8

Friday Saturday Sunday Moi
9th
10th
Uth
12
Spring Break
Begins after
classes!
Alumni Board Meeting
in the Dining Hall

SPRI
Alumni Board Meeting
in the Dining Hall

Raffle for Prizes
@ 2:00 p.m.

- I x.

One-In-the-Spirit, an ecumenical
night of Christian praise and
worship, will be held on Friday
March 23 at 7:30 p.m. in Hull 132.
MrT US lN ON *U* MOT t>F TAILS
GOING ATOUND CAXPUS.>•••
If you know of anything from birthdays to
meetinqs, to off-campus events...anything
under the sun, let us know! Email us:
rotunda@lonqwood.lwc.edu

NDAR
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tday Tuesday \Vahs&N Thursday
th
13th
14th
15th

NG BREAK/.'/
Baseball
vs.
Southern Virginia
@ 1:00 p.m.

Educational
Recrutment Fair
in Lancer Gym
@ 8:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse
vs.
Bloomsburg
@ 3:30 p.m.

Virtual Fair Helps Students Find Teaching Jobs
Linda Haas Manley
The Southeastern Association For Employment and Education is sponsoring a Teacher Staffing Virtual Fair, March 15 - April 15. Students will be able to
review job listings and send resumes instantly. There will be constant availability on the web. This is a FREE service to students. Students will be able to
search for positions by state. Many Virginia schools are participating; Henrico,
Richmond, and Charlotte -just to name a few. Students may participate by visiting http://www.jobtrak.CQm and registering on the site. The student password
tor Longwood is "lancer." It is important that students use an active e-mail
account and type it perfectly when registering. For more information or assistance, contact the Career Center at 395-2063.

NEWSWVIE
cont'd p. 1
ans !
ofsleepu
y relieved by sleep itself.
' Xher countermeasure* are often
employed to combat fatigue.
These may lead to short
term improvement, but will not
relieve the fatigue. They also provide a false sense of security.
These include winding the window down, turning on the AC,
turning up the radio, singing,
smoking, eating or drinking coffee.
. Taking a break or a short
nap any nave some effects, but
unless of sWfcstantial time, do not

feet of maintaining alertncdelaying sleep
missed will have to be made up
later.
When the sbmulant'^^H
off the driver is still unabte to
judge the true level of fatigue.
Danger Signals:
*Your eyes close or go out
of focus.
•You struggle to hold your
head up.
•You can't stop yawning.
•Your thoughts become
disconnected.
•Youdon't remember driving theJnttfew miles
•You drift between 'taa^H
miss traffic signs.
drift off the road.

before leaving.
between 1
"Pta» • • r Kfte with safe
stopping places along the way.
•Have snacks and drinks
available.
•Avo.i.:
--.tng alcohol
before or dar .
trip.
•Keep the temperature inside the vehicle cool
•Talk to passengers frequently.
•Check all medications to
see if drowsiness is a side effect
•Stop every two hours or
gel out of the car and walk
around.
•If fatigue sets in, stop in a
safe place to rest, 15 minutes
should be the least amount of

nights sletp
ARTIFACTS cont'd p. 1
STEPHANIE R10GSBY
General/Ads Manager

When: April 9th 2001 5-8 R.m.
Where: Annex Room in the Dining Hall
Co*: Students Free
Faculty/Staff $4.10
Community $5.25
HS.V.R: April 2nd
Send name and SSN to JSOIwc9yahoo.com
Sponsored by: JSO Jewish Student Organization,
Multicultural Affairs, and International Affairs with
cooperation from Aramark.

On the heels of its 162nd
birthday, Longwood College returned two family heirlooms to
the family to which they belonged.
A prayer book dating back
to 1937 and a photograph dating
back to 1919 were returned to the
family of Graham Trent Chappell,
a student of the State Female Normal School, who graduated in
January 1909.
She later returned to
Longwood in order to earn her B.
S. in Elementary Education and
recieved her degree at the age of
64.
Active in both education
and church, Chappell taught for a
number of years after recieving
her B. S. degree.
She was also memeber of
i
the Newstore Presbyterian
Church, where she played the piano and taught the Ladies' Sunday School class. Chappell
passed away in 1976. She is buried there along side her hatband.
Though no one really can
' tell how the articles got into the
' attic, what we know (or sure is
'; how they were found- •
Taylor Dixoa.aad Brett
' Brobston freshmaavnnatnU of
: Curry Residence HaN. were try!
ing to scare their ncst-doof aeighbors when they cains-eye So eye
! i with a number of dtffctBBt objects.
They imrnediaiey called
•lor their R. A Alcaaha Hontley.
i who stated" they were ail relatively in the same piece."
The articles were turned
over to Dr. Jim Jordan, who

I

$.25 xwngs 1 om 4>8 p.m.
0psters 61 lucfcet
j&aifylfpeciafs
ims\s»

A YfcsriJCiati

AW riypvuiiV
V*H t»S COUPON aNd jour StUdeNt
courtesy oF t|fe Charier*
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See ARTICLES p. 15

Writers' Series: Antonya Nelson
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY
Redbook, The New Yorker, MadeGeneral/Ads Manager
moiselle, and Esquire as well as
On Wednesday, February the journal Ploughshares.
When speaking of her new28, Antonya Nelson, the third author in four Writers' Series this est novel, she says that "it did
year presented her latest short what I wanted [it] to do, it pleases
story "The Lonely Doll," before me."
Upon being asked if she
an audience in Wy gal Auditorium.
Wry, emotional, and visual. had any great influences, she
Nelson told the story of a woman mentioned that James Baldwin,
Anton Chekov,
who picks up a
and Flannery
man at a yard
O'Connor
are fasale who was
vorites to teach,
hying to shoplift
and
Carson
a CD. From
McCullers
is a
there she takes
favorite "but [I]
us on a wild ride
don't know if
of sharing and
that is an influcaring.
ence."
Nelson is
Nelson is
a recent winner
a professor of
of
the
English at New
Guggenheim
Mexico State
Prize and has
Photo by Jack Parsons
and is currently
also
been
awarded the Flannery O'Connor splitting her time between TelluAward for Short Fiction for her ride, Colorado and Las Cruces,
short story collection entitled The New Mexico. She is married to
fellow author Robert Bos well and
Expendables.
She is the author of four is the mother of two children.
She says that it is "encourshort story collections, three of
which are entitled Family Terror- aging" to be married to a writer
ists, In the Land of Men, The Ex- because they can balance each
pendables and three novels, other.
Nelson is currently workNobody's Girl, Talking in Bed,
ing on her latest novel, which will
and her latest. Living to Tell.
Her work has appeared in be released sometime in 2004.

Longwood to Host Second
Annual Teaching Conference
DAWNKANEHL
Opinion Editor
The 2nd Annual Longwood
Conference on Teaching and
Learning will take place here on
campus March 24,2001.
This year's theme is Educators as Reflective Leaders. Dr.
David Smith, Dean of the School
of Education and Human Services, will start the conference
with introductory remarks. The
one-day conference consists of a
keynote address by Ms. Susan
Noble, who is the Virginia Board
of Education Vice President.
Other professors, educators, and graduate student! from
Virginia will also give presentaASA

tions. These lectures will cover
education-related topics such as
Instructional Strategies, Technology in Education, Learning
Styles, Collaboration and Partnership, Meeting Cultural Diversity,
Poetry in the Classroom, and Reflective Leadership.
Dr. Frank Howe, the department chair, will give his concluding speech, after which a
grand prize drawing will be held.
Admission to the conference costs ten dollars for students
with a valid ID. Lunch must be
self-provided.
Those interested may contact Dr. Rachel Matbews at x2532
for a sign-up form or more details.

• MAKE A DIFFERENCE NEXT S1TMMF.R
Holiday Lake 4-H Center (Central Virginia) Summer
Camp Staff Positions: Resident Lifeguard, Nurse/EMT,
Store Keeper/Office Assistant, Performing Arts Instructor.
Ti aiiiing imiuueu. Ap|HM auuti 5i ■mill; As »uuu a»
qualified person can be placed. Employment period:
May 28-August 17,2001. Contact: Bryan Branch,
Program Director 804-248-5444 Rt.2 Box 630
Appomattox. VA 24S22 bbranch@vt.edu EOAA

WVIEWS
Wish Week Heightens
Homeless Awareness
__

CAREER cont'd p. 5
to persuade the right decision makers.
When it comes time to close
the deal, always under-promise so
that, in the end.-you can over-deliver.
5. Become a great manager—of yourself, your boss, and
anyone you may supervise.
Always set concrete goals
and concrete deadlines, as well as
clear guidelines and parameters.
Rigorously plan the use of
time and other resources wisely.

Commit to constant improvement.
6. Take good care of your
mind, body and spirit The key to
a healthy mind is variety of input.
Relax; don't take yourself
too seriously. Do take a serious
interest in other people, things,
events and issues.
The key to a healthy body
is a solid routine.
Put healthy food and drink
into your body and try to limit

how much garbage you force
your body to process.
Get plenty of rest.
Get some exercise every
day.
And believe in something,
anything.
If you want to learn more
about how to be successful in
your first year on the job, join us
for "Transition to the Workplace,'' Tuesday, March 27,
noon-1 p.m., Lankford C Room.
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UZ RICHARDS
Asst News Editor
There may not be many
homeless people in Farm ville, but
it is a problem in local cities.
In hopes of spreading the
word about the less fortunate,
Long wood will oe conducting a
series of programs to advocate

cover your butt,
better yet, help cover your

[tuition].
College eat? mean maneuvering through a lot of different thing!, fayt tuition payment*
. Shouldn't be one of them. That's where Army ROTC comes in. Here'..you'll develop

I

homeless awareness and hunger
prevention.
March 26th through the
30th is Wish Week on campus,
and the Cox/Wheeler staff will be
hosting different activities that
week to get the word out about
me underprivileged in the area.
Shanty Village is one program where different organizations on campus receive a box
which they can decorate to promote themselves.
Each night during Wish
Week, one or more of the group
members will sleep outside in
their designated box, and are only
allowed to collect their meals
from a soup kitchen.
There will also be a campus wide clothing drive during
that week.
Students are encouraged to
donate unwanted clothing that is
still in good shape.
The contributions will be
given to the Farmville Women's
Club who will then sell the clothes
at a yard sale.
All of the proceeds will go
to various homeless awareness
organizations.
On March 31st, there will
be a soup kitchen set up at the
Scope building located behind
ARC. Aramark staff will be donating the food that will feed the
elderly.
Students will be given the
opportunity to provide meals for
people who may not be able to
afford nutritious food for themselves.
45,000 pounds of potatoes
will be dropped off at campus
during Wish Week.

skilH that'll last a lifetime. Meet friends you can count on. And have a shot at
getting a 2* or 3-year scholarship; Talk to an Army ROTC advisor today, and '

<yl

more about our scholarship program. We've got you covered.

Mf*

All IW Y ROTC Unlike any other college coarse you can take.
Student volunteers will bag
the potatoes, which will then be
shipped off to local cities to help
feed the homeless.
Homelessness is prevalent
in just about every major city.
students, those unfortunate ones
will receive clothing, food, and a
little comfort knowing that there
are people that care, and are trying to give them a helping hand.

SPORT,

Men's Basketball Headed to the Big Dance!
GREG PROUTY
Sports Information

around, have been seeded #4 in
the regional and will play
Longwood played its best #5 seed West Chester
basketball of the season over the (P.A.), also 22-7 and the
weekend in South Carolina en Pennsylvania State Athroute to winning the• chod's first letic Conference (PSAC)
CVAC Men's Basketball Tourna- Tournament runners-up.
ment Championship.
The lst-round reThe Lancers took convinc- gional game will be played
ing wins past top-seed and nation- back in Fort Mill, S.C. at
ally-ranked #6 Queens (N.C.) 80- the Hornets Training Cen63 in the championship game, and ter this Thursday, March 8,
100-87 past #2 seed Pfeiffer at 8 p.m. and will be broad(N.C.) in the semifinal contest — cast on WFLO, 95.7 FM.
both games played in Fort Mill, with a 7:50 p.m. pregame
S.C. at the Charlotte Hornets airtime.
Training Center.
Queens (24-5) is the
The conference tourna- #1 seed and host school for
ment championship gives Long- the regional tournament.
wood — with six-straight wins
The Royals got a lstand 11 of 14 wins down the round bye and awaits the
stretch — the automatic bid into winner of the LC-WC
the NCAA East Regional.
game in a Friday (March 9)
The Lancers, now 22-7 for semifinal at 8 p.m.
an incredible +18-game turnThe regional final will be

WANTED:
PKOFESStOWAL JURE MODELS
Leading summer day camp in
Chesterfield County
is seeking motivated and energetic
role models for summer Jobs.

OPPORTUNITIES INCLUDE:
DAY CAMP COUNSELORS
HORSEBACK RIDING INSTRUCTORS
BOATING SPECIALIST
LIFEGUARDS
SWIM INSTRUCTORS

VAN DRIVERS
Positions are full summer season, full or near
full time with overtime pay available

for 40+ hours. Great experience working
with kids at real. 100 acre camp.
Competitive pay, phis YMCA membership
benefits. Pre<amp training provided and
required. EOE. Drug free workplace.
For more information and for Interview dates
Call 804-276-9622 ext. Ill

v«c baud M| bit, nongbmta. MfOMaHa

Saturday (March 10) at 7:30 p.m.

cured the title triumph with 6-8

Photo by Anthony Colucci
"It's a great reward for a
great regular season and an outstanding conference tournament
effort," said 2nd-year head coach
Mike Leeder. "As long as we continue to guard and rebound, we
have a chance every time out. 1
really like the way we're playing
right now."
Against Queens, LC junior
Jason Pryor (24.1 ppg., 4.7 rpg.)
scored a game-high 35 points to
lead the #3 seed Lancers past the
Royals in the title tilt.
Pryor,
named
the
tournament's Most Valuable
Player, scored 27 of his points in
the decisive second half, and finished the game with seven rebounds, four assists, and a steal
as well. He was 11-26 from the
field, including a three-pointer,
and 12-13 at the free throw line.
I -ringwood jumped to an
early 9-2 lead behind seven quick
points from junior Richmond
transfer Marques Cunningham
(11.6 ppg.. 4.1 ai*).
The Lancers still led 19-12
with 9:11 left in the first half on a
pair of free throws from graduate
Virginia transfer Colin Ducharme
(19.5 ppg., 153 rpg., 4.1 bpg.).
The Royals bounced back
on an 11-1 run to lead 23-20 at
the 3:51 mark before Longwood
rallied back for a 32-29 halftime
advantage. QC forged ahead 4340 with 14:04 on the clock before
Prvor took over and n«il«t •
jumper at 12:41 to give the Laneen a 44-43 lead that it would not
relinquish.
Queens was not able to get
any closer than nine points (7061) over the final 5.01. LC se-

free throws over the final 1:31 before senior Isaac Lartey (3.3 ppg.)
put an exclamation point on the
championship with a two-handed
dunk providing for the final 15point margin of victory.
In addition to Pryor's remarkable effort, Cunningham finished with IS points and three assists, while Ducharme registered
his 27th double-double with 11
points and a game-high 17 rebounds, adding a game-high six
blocks and three assists while limited with foul trouble.
Cunningham
and
Ducharme each made the AllTournament Team along with
Pryor.
"Jason had an outstanding
three-game stretch during the
tournament," explained Leeder.
"Colin was especially dominant
at both ends of the floor in the
semifinal, and he and Marques
also just had exceptional tournaments. The way they each played
is why we brought them into our
program — experience and
toughness is very important"
Longwood got six points
each from Lartey and sophomore
Chris Isaacs (4.1 ppg.) who also
had seven rebounds and four
steals. LC finished the game
shooting 45% (28-62) from the
field, including 52% (16-31) in
the second half, and 72% (21-29)
at the free throw line.
TK-

Queens to just 32% (24-76) shooting from the field. The Royals got
12 points from J.R. Gamble,
voted the CVAC player of the year
by the league's coaches, who finished the game just 4-22 from the

floor and 4-8 at the line.
"It was an outstanding achievement
for our team," said
Leeder. "We had to
beat the two best
teams in our conference on back-to-back
nights, and this is
something that we are
very proud of accomplishing. "Everybody
on the team made
solid contributions,
and Chris and Zech
(Boyd) are really setting the tone for us defensively right now."
Against Pfeiffer
in the semifinal, LC
shot a blistering 61%
(24-41) from the field
in the first half en
route to a 57-46 lead
at halftime and never looked back
while avenging two regular season losses to the #2 seed Falcons.
Ducharme was dominant at
both ends of the floor, finishing
with a game and career-high 33
points while grabbing a gamehigh 20 rebounds and blocking a
game-high seven shots.
Pryor was nearly as effective with 28 points, five rebounds,
five assists, and two steals..
Ducharme was 14-20 from the
field, including 1-1 on threepointers, and 4-4 at the free throw
line. Pryor was 11-18 from the
field, including 2-4 on tree-pointers, and 4-5 at the line.
Longwood fell behind 102 to start the game, and still trailed
18-8 with 13:38 left in the half
before an 11-0 run put LC in front
19-18 at the 10:40 mark on a
jumper by Pryor.
Pfeiffer went back ahead as
the two teams traded baskets for
several minutes, and led for the
last time at 35-34 around the sixminute mark. A three-point play
the old fashioned way by Pryor
put the Lancers in front to stay at
37-35 with 5:35 left in the half.
LC outscorad PU 20-11 the rest
of the period for the Il-pointhalftime margin.
Ducharme and Pryor each
totaled 19 points in the first half.
The Lancers taw their lead
trimmed to 57-50 early into the
----_J l_-M
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points pushed the lead up to 6750 with 15:51 left.

See DANCE p. 15

Baseball Splits TwinBill Over Weekend
GREG PROVTY
Sports Information
Longwood split a collegiate baseball doubleheader
against CVAC opponent
Barton (N.C.) Saturday at
Lancer Stadium, winning the
first game 16-7 before dropping the second game 6-4.
The third game of the
three-game CVAC series in
Farmville was rained out
with no make-up date scheduled.
The Lancers are now
5-3 overall. 1-3 in the CVAC.
scheduled to play again
March 7 at Christopher
Newport.
Against Barton in the
opener, LC senior captain
Travis Pfitzner/Gar- Field HS
(5-6) hit for the cycle with
two singles, a double, a
triple, and the home run.
Pfitzner had four RBI
and scored four runs—earning is second career game
with the elusive cycle.
Junior captain Adrian
Watkins/Gar-Field HS (3-4)
added three hits, including a
double, with three RBI and three
runs. Sophomore LaRon Wilson/
Lee-Davis HS (3-5) also added
three hits with two RBI. Freshman Robbie
C h i n n /
Midlothian
HS (2-1)
took
the
pitching win
by going the
6.0 innings,
scattering 10
hits and allowing four
earned runs
with
six
strikeouts.
In the
nightcap,
LC got two
hits each
from
Pfitzner (2-3) and Watkins (2-2).
while freshman Lou Shackelford/
Denbigh HS (1-4) collected three
RBI.
Freshman Brett Brobston/
Grafton HS (0-1) took the pitching, allowing five hits and six
earned runs over the first 5.0 innings.
Through eight games,
Longwood is being led offensively by sophomore Orlando

James/Lee-Davi- HS with a .474
batting average and two doubles.
James is followed by Wil-

* Counseling Center + Counseling Center +
Dr. Wayne O'Brien and Dr. Maureen Walls areprofessionals who offer counseling services
to Longwood students. There are many reasons
students participate in counseling:

♦
To understand themselves better
♦
To improve grades
♦
To relieve symptoms of depression or anxiety
♦
To recover from trauma
♦
To improve relationships
The Counseling Center is located in Lancaster
Hall, Suite 126. Please call 395-2409 to schedule
an appointment.
4* Counseling Center 4» Counseling Center *

Women's Golf Up To Par
PAULLYON
Sports Information

son (.433), Pfitzner (.406, 4 HR,
12 RBI). Watkins (.375. I HR, 8
RBI), and Shackelford (.321, 2
HR. 10 RBI)
On the mound, sophomore
Jason Hunsecker/York HS is 1 -0
with a perfect 0.00 BRA through
12.0 innings
with
10
strikeouts.
Hunsecker
is followed by
senior Derrick
Ellison/
L o u d o u n
County HS (21, 3.09 ERA,
11.2 innings, 13
strikeouts), and
Chinn (2-1.
3.57 ERA, 22.2
innings,
21
strikeouts).
The
Lancers are hitting .329 as a
team with 10 home runs and 65
RBI, while the pitching staff has
a combined ERA of 3.81 through
59.0 innings with 58 strikeouts.
Following the Christopher
Newport game, Longwood will
play a single game against Elizabeth City state (N.C) iDursday,
March 8 before traveling to North
Carolina for a three-game weekend CVAC series at Mount Olive
(N.C.) March 10-11..

with an 89-79-168, and was followed
by
Longwood finished 13th in sophomore
the Carolinas Collegiate Classic Kacia Shwen/
Feb. 26-27, up two spots from the Rock Springs
first day, by shooting a team total (W.Y.), who
of 338-326-664.
shotaconsistant
NCAA
Division
I 85-84-169.
Campbell (N.C.) won the tournaSenior
ment with a 318-310-628, eight Mandy Beamer/
shots ahead of the College of Nottoway HS
Charleston (S.C.) and UNC- and junior Vicki
Greensboro, who tied for second. Matkovich/
Freshman Ellen Berg/- Wheeling Park
Berzeliusskolin (Sweden) led (W. V.) HS tied with scores of 84Longwood with a two-day total 86-170 and 87-83-170, respecof 82-80-162.
tively.
Classmate Mary Millage/
The Lancers are led thus far
St. Peter's Secondary (Ont.) fired by Berg with a 78.25 scoring ava team-low 79 Tuesday to finish erage. Matkovich was next with

a 79.54 average, followed by
Beamer with a 79.77 average.
Millage has a scoring average of 81.08, and
is followed by freshman
Katie
Ladowicz/
Homewood-FI oss moor
CI.L.)HSwithan85.18
average, and Shwen, at
86.29.
The team's overall
scoring average was
315.77.
Longwood was
scheduled to finish at the 54-hole
East Carolina Invitational March
6 in Greenville, N.C.
Its next tournament will be
at the William & Mary Invitational on March 31-April 1.

Email the Jewish Student Organization
at JSOIwc@yahoo.com.
Well answer your questions

PORTS
Softball Devastating the Competition

^

Women's Basketball
Stellar Season Comes
to an End
PAULLYON

Sports Information
Longwood was defeated
69-58 by Belmoni Abbey (N.C.)
March 2 in the CVAC Tournament Semifinals in Fort Mill,
S.C..
The Lancers will end the
season at 21-7, having won 13straight games before falling to
the Crusaders at the conference
tournament.
Belmont Abbey shot their
way to a 34-24 lead at halftime
behind 47 percent shooting in the
first period.
The Abbey pushed the lead
to IS soon after the break before
Longwood made several runs to
come back to within two points
midway through the half.
The Lancers were never
able to pull even and the Crusad-

ers eventually put the game away
from the foul line.
Longwood was led offensively by 1st-Team All-CVAC
sophomore Angel Johnson/
Albemarle HS, who finished with
16 points, four rebounds, three assists, and two blocks in the game.
CVAC Freshman of the
Year Kanee' BoouVWoodbridge
HS picked up her 12th doubledouble of the season, recording 13
points, 10 rebounds, and a careerhigh five steals.
Sophomore Tia Richardson/
O—.
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Johnson finished the season
leading Longwood in scoring
with a 17.7 average. Booth averaged 15.1 ppg. and a team leading 8.9 rebounds a game.and
freshman Toni Matkovich/Wheeling Park (W.V.) was the team's
third-leading scorer at 13.1 points
a game.
Freshman Erica Marcum/
George Washington (W.V.) remained the team-leader in assists
throughout the season, averaging
3.9 assists a game.
Johnson, Booth, and
Matkovich each had standout season J which placed them in the
Lancer record-book. Johnson
places second in Lancer history
for most free throws made in a
season with 119, and for free
throw percentage in a season with
82.6 percent.
Booth
made 102 free
throws during the
season, which
places her in a tie
for third for most
free throws made
in a season.
She also
had the fifth best
three-point field
goal percentage
for a single season in LC history
with a 40.4 percentage.
Matkovich
had the highest
three-point field
goal percentage
for a season in
Longwood history with 47.7 percent on the year.
As a team, the 2000-01
Lancers also set some marks in
the program's history.
LC had the highest team
free throw percentage for a season, shooting 70.0 percent from
the foul line.
Longwood also broke two
single-game point scoring records
this year.
In a 106-95 victory over
Belmont Abbey on February 12,
the Lancers set a new mark for

«_-W*„^,IIIMI
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the bench to score 10 points for
LC. Johnson was named to the
Cw\C Championship All-Tournament Team

106, and the combined point total of 211 was also the most combined points ever scored in a
game in the program's history.

JCWMJ
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PAULLYON
Sports Information
Longwood was 3-0-1 last
week, defeating Belmont Abbey
13-0 and tying them 4-4 March
1, and then sweeping Virginia
State 6-0 and 10-0 March 3 at
Lancer Held.
LC improves to 9-2-1 on
the year and 6-0 at Lancer Field.
In game one versus the Crusaders, LC was led by sophomore
Shelby Ray/L.C. Byrd HS, who
went 2-3 with one run and two
RBI, and classmate Nicole
Nelson/Park View HS, who was
2-3 with two runs scored and an
RBI.
Sophomore
Andi
Papadopoulos/Hopewell HS was
2-3 with two runs scored and a stolen base.
In the second game, juniors Jaime Doni van/Prince
George HS, Jodi Wolff-

Coussoulos/Fauquier HS, and
Colleen Cooney/Stafford HS led
the Longwood attack.
Donivan went 2-4 with a
run scored and an RBI, WolffCoussoulos was 1-3 with a run
scored and an RBl, and Cooney
went 2-3 with two runs scored.
Sophomore Jennifer Potts/
Loudoun Valley HS started both
games, picking up one win.
Against Virginia State,
Potts was dominant in both
games, pitching a no-hitter with
15 strikeouts in the first game,
and a one-hitter with eight
strikeouts in the second.
In the first game the Lancers were led by, who went 3-3
with a run scored, two doubles,
and an RBI. Papadopoulos was
2-2 with two singles and an RBI.
In the second game, Ray
was 1-2 with a homerun and two
RBI, and freshman Kelly Bums/
Damascus (M.D.) HS went 2-3

with three RBI. Potts was 2-3 with
two runs scored in the game.
Longwood is led offensively by Papadopoulos with a
.476 batting average.
Nelson is batting .412 with
five RBI, and Potts follows her
with an average of .324. Potts also
leads the team in assists with 25
on the season.
Ray leads the team with
nine RBI, mainly on the strength
of three doubles and two homers,
which also are team highs.
Potts has started all 12
games for LC and has pitched 70
innings with 45 strikeouts, eight
complete games and a no-hitter.
The Lancers will play a
double-header at NCAA Division
I Liberty on Thursday, March 8 at
2:00.
Longwood then travels to
participate in the Francis Marion
(S.C.) Tournament March 9-11.

FRESHMEN
^SURVIVAL KIT
"The most effective way to de-stress your life (and keep
on-track with your school work!) is to practice good time
management skills. Utilizing good time management skills does
not mean scheduling every waking moment of your day, or overstructuring your life; to the contrary, practicing good time
management will allow you more free time and eliminate
unnecessary stress.
Procrastination is one of the biggest enemies we have to
our Personal Productivity. Thinking about doing something and
planning to do it are fine, but what if we fail to move ahead?
Here are five pointers to help you to better overcome
procrastination. (You can implement them now or perhaps
tomorrow... or better yet, next week.)"

1. Daily Planning the Night Before.
2. Work With a Clean Desk.
3. Reduce Large Projects to Bite-Sized
Pieces.
4. Plan Around Interruptions.
5. Assign Deadlines.
Tip* taken from Time Management at
htlp7/kc,s»n3.tripod.com/id56.htm
"Freshmen Survival Kir is sponsored by Alpha Lambda Delta. It
is a freshmen honor society here at Longwood.

DANCE cont'd p.12
Pfciffcr attempted a couple
of late runs at LC but could get
no closer than 11 points on two
occasions (71 -60,12:15) and 9281,2:15). The blue and white led
by as many as 19 points in the second half, 82-63, with 5:08 left on
the clock.
In addition to Ducharme
and Pry or's efforts, Long wood
also got 15 points and six assists
from Cunningham, while Isaacs
added eight points, with sophomore Zech Boyd (4.0 ppg.) and
Lartey each contributing six
points.
The Lancers finished the
game shooting 58% (42-72) from
the field, including 57% (4-7) or.
three-pointers, and 86% (12-14)
at the free throw line. Pfeiffergot
27 points from 1 si-Team AllCVAC selection Nem Sovic.
Longwood's 22 wins are
the 3rd-most wins in school history, and the post-season lournament entry marks only the third
NCAA Division II Tournament
appearance in the 25-year history
of the program, and the first postseason invitation since 1995.
What.a difference a year can
make.
"This is something the
players can always be proud of—

going from worst to first in one
year," added Leeder. "I am espe- ARTIFACTS cont'd p. 10
cially happy for our seniors beimmediatley got in touch
ing able to play in the NCAA with the Chappell family.
Tournament."
The articles that were found
Long wood is ranked #21 in not only differed in typebut also
this week's NABC/Division II differed in age.
Bulletin Weekly Top 25, returnThere was an orange piggy
ing to the national poll for the first bank; a sickle, which was dated
time since Jan. 22 (15th).
anywhere from the 1870's to the
The other East Regional 1880's; a carnival glass bottle; a
teams include #2 seed Charleston toy canon which dates back to the
(W. Va.) (23-6), #3 seed Salem In- Korean War; a shower or hose
ternational (W.Va.) (24-6), and #6 nozzle; an empty bottle of tobacco
seed Clarion (Pa.) (19-9).
pipe cleaning fluid; a 1919 picIf interested in attending the ture of the Chappell family home;
East Regional contest Thursday the 1937 prayer book that benight, tickets will be available at longed to Graham Trent Chappell.
the door — $8 for general admisIn attendance to recieve the
sion and S3 for students. An all- lost heirlooms were returned to
sessions pass is available for $20 Mr. and Mrs. William Cabot
that covers all three days of the Chappell, Jr. and their daughter
tournament.
'Martha. Interestingly enough,
The Hornets Training Martha attended Longwood for
Center is located approximately two years, but finished her edu15 minutes from downtown Char- cation in California.
lotte, N.C. just off 1-77 South with
Martha Chappell, upon
signs for the facility off the inter- recieving the news that her greatstate at Fort Mill, S.C. — the same aunt's effects were found, sent a
exit for the Charlotte Knights letter to Dr. Jordan, in which she
Baseball Stadium — overall states, "things have changed a
about a four-hour drive from great deal... it reminds us all too
Farmville.
clearly of our own mortality."
All Lancer post-season
Not only do seeing the heirtournament action can be heard looms and lost articles remind us
locally on radio station WFLO, of our mortality, but also our heritage.
95.7 FM as well.

FOR RENT
•Tents
• Sleeping Bags
• Canteens
Much Much More!!

LC Lacrosse Spanks
the Competition

PAULLYON
Sporu Information
Longwood
defeated
Lynchburg 9-4 at Lancer Field
February 27. The Lancers scored
their nine goals on only 16 shots
in the game.
Longwood went ahead
early and never looked back
against the Hornets.
LC got two goals and one
assist from senior Kris Denson/
Stafford HS and three goals and
three assists from classmate
Natalie Smith/Alberaarle HS.
Freshman Carlee UUery/
Albemarle HS scored twice and

sophomore Lindsay Worrell/
Catholic HS picked up a goal and
an assist Freshman Kristy Taylor/Bishop Ireton picked up one
goal in her first collegiate game
Senior Rachel Bunn/Northeast (Md.) HS started and made
six saves before being relieved by
freshman Stacey Schmidt/Eastern
(N.J.) HS in the second half.
Schmidt also made six
saves while in goal for the Lancers
Longwood was scheduled
to face StonehiB (Mass.) March
6 at 3:30 p.m.. aial then Regis
(Maw.) on March 7 at 7:00

For more information or to
rent equipment just stop
by the Student Union
office or call x 2103 for
more details!!

Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.

IT'S EASY TO SAVt MORI THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAl
$102,068

One of the fastest ways to buNd a retirement nest «gg is through tax-deferred Supplemental
Retirement Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.

$11,609

Your funds are automatically deducted from your paycheck, so its easy to build income to supplement
your pension and Social Security.* Especially since your SRA contributions grow undiminished by taxes

10YEARS

20YEAKS

30 YEARS

until you withdraw the funds.
And you may even be able to borrow funds against your SRA-a unique benefit of choosing TIAA-CREF.'
INVEST AS UTTU AS
$25 i fnofltrt
throuoh in eUtUIIMHJC
p^roiptan'

So why wait? Let TIAA-CREF's low expenses and investment expertise
help you build a comfortable retirement We think you will find it
rewarding in the years to come.

•Note: Under frier* Q> law. withdrawals pnor toage 59* may be subject to rtstrtc*ons.wdloj1(midi*»orulux.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape rt.-

IB das hypothetical ample, setuni aside SlOOa month in ■ tax-opened
investment with an 8% return in ■ 28% tax bracket shows better growth
than the seme net amount put into a savings account Total returns and principal value of investments will fluctuate, and yield may vary. The chart
above is presented for illustrative purposes only and does not reflect I
performance, or predict future results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or
reflect expenaw

1.800.842.2776

For moi» ram** ntamutwn on ox »cun»! produca. cat I MO M2 2733. en 5509. to> pra*p«tu*n ftMd tfum cueMy Bftonj you rmea
. psnoiuaasd cakuUton ol jour mi^mum oxtitxibx. cri TMA<M
NY and TWUI<KF utt Iniurana Co. Naw'Ut. NV issue >»nnca and ain^
Assocueon-Ccteae Hewment Eourws fund. New was. HY OIAM

I. Cnetfc wad )Cur rraMuOon fc» autibfcy

www.tiaa-cref.org
2. itoumiy be at* to invest up tome »ttm««mjm of HO. 500 pat fm .IOKOSM i

Design the 2001 Oozeball T-Shirt
Dont. run scared, run to us!!

It's Oozeball time Longwood- axe you ready to get
down and DIRTY?!?! First, we need a T-Shirt!
What YOU get ont of it:
1) Free T-Shirt if your design is chosen
2) Your Oozeball team plays for Free
3) That proud feeling you will get when hundreds
of Longwood students are wearing YOUR
artwork!
Rules and Regulations (There'* just one.;
1) Keep it clean. In a manner of speaking,
Oozeball is the messiest activity at Spring
Weekend, but please keep your entry on the
decent side.

The Academic Support Center can help!
We have tutors, computers, and places to read.

Graham Buildina. X2391

How/Where to Enter;
Return all entries to LOREN HATCHER, LWC
BOX 890 by March 8*. Pick up entry forms at
your Residence Hall's Front Desk.

Oozeball... it's coming!!
Good Luck from the Longwood Ambassadors

